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Protecting What’s Important
Machine barriers and guarding products are physical barriers that protect machinery, dangerous equipment, and
sensitive information. They also serve as protection for an organization’s most valued asset — its people. And
protecting a desk or a bathroom entrance with physical barriers may not seem necessary, but if they border a
forklift or vehicle lane, serious accidents can happen.
Kraftwerks has relationships with numerous physical barrier and guarding product vendors, and we know how to
identify and procure the ideal product to meet the needs of your organization.
Machine guarding & barriers
Driver cages & partitions
Protective guardrails & industrial handrails

What is Machine Guarding?

See how Kraftwerks can help

Safety is important!
Click on the OSHA eTool below for invaluable information about safety barriers and guarding.

OSHA Machine Guarding eTool

Utilize Space From Above
Optimizing a facility’s space is critical. Space may be so limited that a decision needs to be made whether to
extend it with an addition or to move to a new facility altogether. But usable, existing space doesn’t just include
the floor space from one wall to another, it also includes the space above. Don’t overlook vertical space that is
also available and usable.
Adding a Cogan structural steel single- or multi-level mezzanine will eﬀectively increase existing floor space.
Mezzanines allow you to use both the space above and below them. Freestanding and modular, they can be
quickly disassembled and moved, easily adapting to the growth and evolving needs of an organization. And since
mezzanines do not extend across the full area of the facility, they have the same ceiling as the space below, so
they utilize the existing heating and cooling system.
How and where could a mezzanine be used?
Multi-purpose warehouse
Online distribution
Conveyor support
Parts inventory
Equipment platform
Commercial cannabis grow facility
Industrial catwalk
Train maintenance
Training facility
InPlant oﬃce (above, below, or multi-level)

Co-work space
Kid’s “fun zone”
Retail store
Sports & fitness
Restaurant & bar
Exhibition platform
Theatre storage
Self-storage facility
Luxury garage

Cogan Mezzanine Catalog

See how Kraftwerks can help

Critical Protection
Fume hoods and biosafety cabinets provide critical protection for both people and the environment in your
organization. Kewaunee fume hoods and biosafety cabinets are ubiquitous in research, education, healthcare and
government applications. Available configurations include back-to-back, side-by-side, quad combo, and 360
degree visibility.
Fume hoods are ventilated enclosures used to trap and exhaust vapors, gases, and nanoparticles. They are
designed to protect against:
Odorous materials
Toxic gases
Reactive materials
Aerosols
Carcinogens
Chemicals that can splatter
Flammables or other toxic & volatile materials
Fire, spills & explosions
Here are some things to consider before selecting a fume hood:
What will you be doing inside the hood?
What size do you need (width; will other equipment be used inside & what are its dimensions; do you need
bench top or floor mounted)?
Do you require service fixtures/other accessories?
Do you require accessories outside of the fume hood?
How will fumes be exhausted?
Do you need a built-in or remotely located blower?
What is the layout of the duct run?
Biosafety cabinets (aka biological or microbiological safety cabinets) are enclosed, ventilated biocontainment
equipment used in biological laboratories to provide personnel, environmental, and product protection. They are
designed to protect against:
Infectious microorganisms
Other hazardous particulates
Kraftwerks has selected and installed Kewaunee fume hoods and biosafety cabinets in a variety of applications;
we can help identify which one is right for your application.

Kewaunee Video: Fume Hood vs. Biosafety Cabinet

How can Kraftwerks help?

Did you know...Kraftwerks has attained certification from the National
Sanitation Foundation (NSF) for food equipment?

Learn More From Kraftwerks

Learn More About NSF
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